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NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CMRCI will be at the Kaleen Clubroom at 7.30 pm on Wednesday 2nd March.
The main subject will be a planning and briefing session on our Annual Expo.

EXPO UPDATE
From Andrew Lund
Only 3 weeks to go until our 30th Expo on 24th and 25th March
We are in the final stage of preparation - thanks to all those who have been helping with the many
tasks that need to be done. We are looking at about 30 layouts, displays and 20 trade stands.
let Graeme Wilson know if you need a Club Shirt or Name Tag!
And the Expo!!
Setting up - Friday 23 March from 8 am We will need around 25 people – Cleaning and
preparing rooms – Installing electrical cables – Marking out sites – Setting up Layouts: - Petersville
Charlestown, Hy-brid, Iron Rock Pass and Smiths Crossing – Registration – Parking Management.
On Saturday and Sunday - We will need around 50 people to help with – Entry – Kitchen –
Running: Petersville / Charlestown / Smiths Crossing / Iron Rock Pass / Hy-Brid – Venue Supervision
– Clean and Pack up from 4pm Sunday.
. We need your help to make the Expo a success - If you haven’t done so, let us know:– When
you can be involved – For how long – What you would like to do.
Email Andrew at cmrexpomgr@homemail.com.au
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Last year more than 50 members, family and friends were actively involved. We will also need cakes
slices etc for morning and afternoon teas for the exhibitors and traders.
Also coming up is a planning and briefing session at the Monthly meeting on Wednesday 2 March:

Who will be there?
LAYOUTS
Binabeen – HO – Main South - Argyle MRS
Binalong – Illalong Creek (NSW H0) - Epping MRC
British layouts – OO, N – British Railway Modellers
Charlestown & Smiths Crossing – CMRCI Daylighters
Civic - Ian Williamson
CMNSG – N scale – Canberra Region - CMNSG
CSMEE – Display and Ride on
Ebor Vale – N British - Vance Brown/CMNSG
Grandad’s Toy Trains – O & OO/HO – vintage models –
Hornby Railway Collectors’ Association
Queanbeyan – UC High Kaleen Model Railway Group
Kookaburra Park – Darryn Coulston
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway
LEGO Railway
Leonville Junction
Lyttleton
Marshall County Railroad – Milton–Uladulla MRC
Moosejaw Southern – Nscale US
Sydney Nscale MRC Murranbilla
Newcastle 1899 - Ross Balderson
PC Lines
Petersville – HO - CMRCI
Steve’s Follie
Willow Tree - Col & Vonny Veale
Yendys – ACTMRS.
TRADERS
Austrains
Casula Hobbies
Eureka Models
Forest Miniatures
IDR Models
Kerroby Models
The Model Railroad Craftsman
Models ‘N More
Rosewood Workshops
SDS
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Expo Manager & Publicity:
Registrar:
Site Manager:
Plan and Program:
Finance:
Catering:
Entry:

Burfitt Tools
Chucks Ballast
Eurohobby Trains
Graham Palmer
Iron Horse Hobbies
Lyndon’s Trains
Matts Ballast
Modellers Warehouse
Runway 13
Trainworld

Peter McEvoy
Chis Neil
Neil Smith
Andrew Lund
Phil Young
Anthony Hunt
Volker Aeuckens
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PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITY
Members have been out and about promoting our annual Expo. The billboard trailer is being displayed
where ever we can and in February Smith’s Crossing was taken to Hall Markets and to Bunnings at
Tuggenerong and Gunghalin. March will also see a program of promotional events, including the
placement of road signs and posters.

The crew at work supervising and encouraging kids and promoting the Expo to Mums
and Dads at Bunnings.
=======================================================================
CHARLESTOWN
Charlestown is finished. Construction commenced in June last year after considerable debate and
discussion on the size and trackplan for the proposed Children’s U-Drive. Several plans were
considered. In its final form the one chosen has met expectations and looks great.

The beginning – the lightweight skeleton frame – note the carrying handles
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Terry, John and Tom working on the first stage of track laying. PECO Setrack was used on the
corners and flextrack on the straights.
It is true to say that most members who could, contributed in terms of labour, ideas, skills and
donations. However, particular members took charge of various stages of the layout and their
contribution should be recognised.
For example, TerryS undertook the construction of the light weight steel supporting structure and the
baseboard. Terry also led the tracklaying team and the electrical team.

Wiring of the layout under way
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Once the electrical system and the tracks were in place the scenery crew took over. The team was
led by Volker, ably supported by Patrick, with input from a number of others.

The final version of
Charlestown – Patrick
putting some finishing
touches to the
Jurassic Zoo

=============================================================================

ANOTHER BLONDE STORY
A blonde lady motorist was about two hours from San Diego when she was flagged down by a man
whose truck had broken down......
The man walked up to the car and asked, "Are you going to San Diego?"
"Sure," answered the blonde, "Do you need a lift?"
"Not for me. I'll be spending the next three hours fixing my truck. My problem is I've got two
chimpanzees in the back that have to be taken to the San Diego Zoo.
They're a bit stressed already so I don't want to keep them on the road all day. Could you possibly
take them to the zoo for me? I'll give you $200 for your trouble”
"I'd be happy to," said the blonde.
So the two chimpanzees were ushered into the back seat of the blonde's car and carefully strapped
into their seat belts, and off they went.
Five hours later, the truck driver was driving through the heart of San Diego when suddenly he was
horrified! There was the blonde walking down the street, holding hands with the two chimps, much to
the amusement of a big crowd. With a screech of brakes he pulled off the road and ran over to the
blonde.
"What are you doing here?" he demanded, "I gave you $200 to take these chimpanzees to the zoo!"
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"Yes, I know you did," said the blonde. "But we had money left over so now we're going to Sea
World."
(If you have any railway/railroad jokes or yarns that you would like to share, please send them to the
Editor at pra519193@gmail.com Attribution or not – your call.)

=======================================================================
HISTORY CORNER - WHERE IS THIS RAILWAY STATION?????

Obviously a place of some importance judging by the magnificent clock tower. Where is it?
Hint – The current population of the city it serves is 100,000 people.
=============================================================================
SMD 1206
This is an LED (light emitting diode) – or more accurately a Surface Mounted Device or SMD.
As you can see from the photo it is tiny – the head measures about
2mm x 1mm and is rated at 2.5 to 3.5 volts. They are available
commercially, with the tiny copper leads attached or – or not (but why
you would bother is beyond me.
The wide range of uses is readily apparent - to illuminate buildings and
structures, street lamps, car and truck headlamps, etc.
These LEDs are being used to illuminate the buildings on Charlestown.
The SMD is glued to a toothpick which provides height and stability for
the light.
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AND AS WE CONTINUE TO LIVE – John Wishart
(Please note that references to Fishermens Bend also spell it Fishermans Bend with no consistency in
either usage.)
At the end of the first article (The Bulletin – February 2017) I left you with the prospect of Maribynong
River Port BUT, as we are now frequently informed, life is not meant to be easy and there are no
constants or certainties in this life except taxes and death. Those who read my previous articles of a
couple of years ago concerning the Maribynong River branch, my abruptly terminated continuous run
layout then under construction, will recall my less than glowing testament to the days – long in the past
in the 1960/70s – when I was involved in competitive rowing and had to navigate the slow flowing
fetid, noxious, cess pool of a water course known as the Maribynong River with its floating detritus of
cow carcasses, garbage and other noxious and not so noxious substances that were to be found in
what by only the loosest definitions could be called water. As I was now reflecting on my choice of
location for my new proposed layout and its track plan, my eyes drifted to the mouth of the Maribynong
River and across to the other side of the Yarra River to the area known as Fishermens Bend.
Fishermens Bend is an area of flat land that today roughly occupies the north or east side of the Yarra
River (it goes around a bend which confuses compass references) opposite the mouth of the
Maribynong River. The area is now bounded by the Yarra River, Westgate Bridge to the East and
Bolte Bridge to the West and the highway leading from South Wharf in Melbourne to the Westgate
Bridge. Fishermens Bend was and remains mainly an industrial area.
The photo below is a historical aerial view of the area encompassing Fishermans Bend. It is likely to
be a RAAF photo taken during or immediately after the Second World War. (Photo courtesy of
Google)

So is there anything else about the Fishermans Bend area that could provide an excuse for another
shunting layout?
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In World War 2 Fishermens Bend was critical to the war effort, being the centre of the Australian
aircraft manufacturing effort with a fully functional airstrip and the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation
(CAC) and Government Aircraft Factory (GAF) both located there. They produced, amongst other
aircraft, Wirraways, Beaufort and Beaufighter aircraft and after the war the Australian redesign of the
US F-86 Sabre. The British Canberra Bomber was manufactured under license. Holden (GMH) also
had a manufacturing plant at Fishermens Bend and there were other industries plus various wharves
along the Yarra.
The advantage of Fishermans Bend for these industries during the war was that it was well south of
the alleged ‘Brisbane Line’ and therefore presumably relatively safe from Japanese invaders! It had
established air, land and water access to it for the import of raw materials and export of the finished
products.
Reusing the picture above I have now indicated the location of most of these significant areas; the
mouth of the Maribynong River (the purple arrow) and opposite it across the Yarra River in
Fishermen’s Bend the airstrip (the pink hatched area).
The buildings to the south or under the airstrip were the CAC and GAF factories (the magenta hatched
rhomboid area). The buildings north or above the airstrip around the curve in the Yarra were the GMH
premises (the light tan triangle).
The straight road in the centre/centre right of the picture (orange hatched area) is Williamstown Road,
which is on the alignment of the then future Westgate Bridge, and it ended at a ferry that took vehicular
traffic across the Yarra.
The complex letting off steam in the bottom centre of the photo (light blue rectangle) on the other side
of the Yarra is Newport Power Station.

The two moored ships above and to the left of Newport Power station are in the Yarra River.
Williamstown is out of the picture to the lower right and Victoria Dock and CBD are in the upper top
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centre of the picture (darker blue long rectangle area) – you can make out the dock area of Victoria
Dock which is now part of Docklands.
The street plan below may also assist in orientating you – it is almost on the same alignment as the
photo.

map courtesy of Google images
Incidentally, the little flags in the map above labelled ‘shooting’ refer to rifle ranges not police
investigations into possible murders.
The airstrip was eventually closed in the late 60s when the Commonwealth opened Laverton airfield
for its defence aviation activities and sold off CAC. Today, in the 2000s, Fishermans Bend is still
largely an industrial area but is apparently slated for urban renewal/development.
More importantly for my purposes is the fact that there were established railway lines in the
Fishermans Bend area. There was the line from Melbourne providing passenger and freight access to
the Port of Melbourne which consisted of Station and Princes Piers in Port Phillip Bay. These piers not
only provided the principal overseas passenger sea access to Melbourne and Victoria but also had a
significant volume of freight passing through them.
The layout at Station and Princes Piers is very large with significant number of sidings on each of the
piers and a major exchange/sorting yard between them to service them. A copy of the track diagram
for the Port of Melbourne of 1971, which is around the period I model, appears below.
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From my perspective, this is a wonderful prototype with a significant freight operation and complex
track layout with lots of compound points (compound points are points like double and single slips and
three way points). But, apart from the size, remembering I only have 13 x2 feet for the layout, I have
always had reservations about modelling an actual area.
The principle issue with an area like Port Melbourne would be trying to decide what to incorporate.
Looking at the diagram, there are three principle areas to Port Melbourne; each of the two piers and
the siding complex between them. Each area is a large area in its own right and even with selective
compression I don’t think 13x2 feet is going to be enough. But if I only take one component and
selectively compress it can I legitimately call it the Port Melbourne?
Then there is a second major issue of getting the model prototypically correct, that is making the model
accord with what was actually in the Port Melbourne complex so that when people look at the model
they immediately think of the Port Melbourne. I don’t think in all seriousness that I could do justice to
Port Melbourne in the space that I have available.
Finally, I could just take an element of the layout and call it something else – but this is in effect what I
am doing anyway.
So, why the history lesson? Simply because it is nice to have a story line for a layout, even a mere
shunting layout. Of course, if you are modelling a real location then your story is already written for
you. But for any layout that is a might have been or even pure fiction a story can provide;
•
•
•
•

a broader picture in which the layout sits in a conceived reality giving it a verisimilitude in
reality,
a set of parameters within which to determine the type of scenery,
the types and numbers of stock required for the layout
and finally how it will be operated.

To pontificate, a story provides the contextual existentialistic reality for the layout that becomes selfjustifying through establishing the raison de entre for what I have actually created in the layout.
So, my story is of a shunting area established at Fishermans Bend during WW2 to serve the needs of
the critical aviation and other manufacturing efforts supporting the war effort. However, by the early
70s, the area is slowly starting to decline as it become excess to requirements, due to a declining
manufacturing industrial base and changing emphasis to road transport. But it will continue onwards
and upwards in the fantastical world of model railways.
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Consequently, having learnt to swim, I have traversed the Yarra and set up camp in Fishermans Bend
and commenced surveying the area for my layout.
In the photo below, which as I said, was probably taken either during the war or immediately post war:
• the light green hatched rectangle encloses the approximate locality and area of my proposed
model;
• the red line indicates the location of the actual railway line to Princes and Station Piers, which
are circled in red;
• the yellow line indicates a potential route which leaves the line to Princes and Station Piers and
follows the alignment of Williamstown Road. Another alternative is to have a line that follows
the coast from Princes and Station Piers around past the future site of Webb Dock to the
possible locality and area of my proposed model ;
• the blue line indicates a potential route that follows the course of the Yarra River; and
• the magneta (dark pink) indicates the route of an actual freight line, the Webb Dock line, built
between 1984-86 being opened 27 February 1986 and last used in 1992, being formally closed
on 14 June 1996. The Webb Dock is still in use, was built over the period of 1959 to 1984, and
is now a specialist container port served by road transport. But, interestingly in fact there is a
considerable proportion of the Webb Dock line still extant for possible conversion to light rail
under the proposals for the urban renewal/redevelopment of Fishermans Bend.
If you have access to Google Earth look closely at Lorimer Street and Todd Road in Fishermans
Bend and you will see it.

I was initially attracted to the yellow line which would, in my railway history, have come off the line to
Station Pier somewhere to the north of the piers, Northport seems logical, and followed the alignment
of Williamstown Road to Fishermens Bend where it entered it into the exchange/sorting yard – the light
green hatched enclosed area. My reasoning was that the line came off an established line and was
essentially a straight line and fairly short which makes for quicker and cheaper construction. But it
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would mean that there would have had to be a number of lesser lines, branches or long sidings, to
feed the different industries in the Fishermen’s Bend area particularly GMH, CAC and GAF. You will
recall these were mainly located on the river bank well to the north of my proposed exchange/sorting
yard. On my model these would just have to be handled in fiddle yards.
However, I found some reassurance in a degree of prototypical fidelity and having subsequently found
out about the Webb Dock line I was able to recast my thinking.
Given the future alignment of the Webb Dock line, the magenta coloured line, I now propose to preempt it by several decades. Of course in my period the runways of the airstrip would have had priority
so the line will be continued around the river bank rather than cutting across Fishermans Bend. While
longer than the possible line using the Williamstown Road alignment, the riverside line (the blue line in
the photo) will service most of the major industries in passing and the location of my proposed layout
literally now becomes a holding and sorting yard at the end of the line. The reason for using this
alignment and not coming back off the existing facilities at Princes and Station Piers is to avoid any
possibility of congestion of traffic on the line to Princes and Station Piers. During the world war these
piers were heavily used, particularly for troop movements and also a significant amount of naval traffic
and other freight traffic.
Of course I could always cater for an extension to the future Webb Dock and even back to Princes and
Station Piers from my proposed sorting/exchange yard - but let us not get ahead of ourselves. I am
space limited remember!
So what traffic can we expect. Just about any form of freight wagon except possibly livestock wagons,
will be found in the sorting yard. So, for example, there could be steel wagons for the CAC, GAF and
GMH, oil tankers of different types with oil fuel for industry and ships, vans to carry anything not carried
in open wagons with both carrying stores, machinery and such like for manufacturing industries. I can
probably justify cement wagons as up the river towards Melbourne there was a specific wharf for the
import of cement.
I am still tempted to have a passenger train. This would mean electrifying the line. The Webb Dock
line of later years was unelectrified. You will recall that I have a dream of maybe but highly unlikely to
acquire a Tait passenger train. So a limited passenger station similar to that for Williamstown Pier may
be in order – maybe. I also have two L class electric locomotives and they need to have a run so will
require juice which would also mean an overhead electrified line.
So much for the story line. And as I write this epistle, track is being laid and pinned to the baseboards.
John Wishart
January 2018
=============================================================================
INLAND RAIL ON TRACK WITH FIRST 14,000 TONNES OF STEEL
On 22 January 2018 the Australasian Railway Association (ARA) released the following press
statement:
“The ARA welcomes an important milestone in the construction of the Inland Rail project with the
delivery of the first 14,000 tonnes of steel for the Parkes to Narromine section of the project.
“The ARA congratulates the Australian Government and the Australian Rail Track Corporation on this
significant milestone, which involved the delivery of 14,000 tonnes of steel by Liberty OneSteel
Whyalla Steelworks,” said Danny Broad, CEO, Australasian Railway Association (ARA).
“This is the first 14,000 tonnes of steel amongst a total of 262,000 tonnes that will be required as part
of the 1,700km project. Rail freight operator Genesse & Wyoming Australia coordinated the delivery of
the steel to site from the Whyalla Steelworks.
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“The Inland Rail project is a once-in-a-generation project that will not only provide a national freight
connection between Melbourne and Brisbane, but will also open up regional Australia by linking our
farms, mines, cities and ports to global markets.
“The project will provide great benefits, including reduced freight transit times between Melbourne and
Brisbane to 24 hours, improving the supply chain by reducing transport costs and providing greater
access to farmers and businesses to ensure greater competitiveness in the marketplace.
“The project also provides value to the community by injecting 16,000 jobs and stimulates the local
economy.
“We look forward to seeing the construction works commence midyear on the Parkes to Narromine
section once all necessary approvals have been received,” concluded Danny Broad.

=======================================================================
WHERE IS THIS RAILWAY STATION? And the answer is:
The Ballarat Railway Station building was started in 1862 and developed further in 1889, resulting in
this magnificent structure.

The station receives trains from Geelong and Melbourne en route to Ararat and beyond.
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This photo illustrates the current operations at Ballarat – a passenger train pulling out from the
station heading North to Ararat. The station shed and platforms have not changed from 1889, but the
now redundant signal gantry was not present then. The level crossing gates have not changed since
they were installed in 1885 and are virtually original, as far as I could tell. They were first controlled by
a gate keeper, then from the signal box and now automatically.

The engine shed – clean and tidy – apparently is still used for some purposes. The station is to
the right. Note the broad gauge track.
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Remnants of the railway manual
signals system at the signal box.
The gates and the interlocked railway
signals and telegraph signals were state
of the art in 1885. Automatic signalling
was introduced in 1992 and the gates
were automated in 2001.
The signal box, with its 35 lever
semaphore signal frame and Winters
Block telegraph instruments were part of
the largest inter-locked railway safe
working system in Victoria.

The Ballarat signal box opposite the station – sadly now redundant.
=============================================================================
AROUND THE CLUBROOM

Peter and Phil
investigating a fault
in a locomotive.
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PeterL’s Union Pacific Turbine in action on Baldwin Park

CMRCI OFFICE BEARERS
President: Peter McEvoy
Secretary: John Webster
Treasurer: Phil Young
Committee Members:
Volker Aeuckens, Danny Henskens, Anthony Hunt, Andrew Lund, Chris
Neil, Terry Smith, George Watts, Dennis Wicklander, Graeme Wilson.
Life Members: Lloyd Sawyer, Ward Gainey, John Wishart
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March 2018
4 Mar (Sun)
6 Mar (Tues)
7 Mar (Weds)
10 Mar (Sat)
13 Mar (Tues)
14 Mar (Weds)
20 Mar (Tues)
23 Mar (Fri)
24 Mar (Sat)
25 Mar (Sun)
27 Mar (Tues)

Hall Markets
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts
Club Meeting. Preparation and briefing for the
2018 Expo
Bunnings Belconnen – Smiths Crossing on
display
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts
Club Meeting – Preparation for the 2018 Expo.
Baldwin Park available for running
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts
2018 Annual Expo – Set up and move in
2018 Annual Expo – exhibition open from
09.00am to 5.00pm
2018 Annual Expo – exhibition open from
09.00am to 4.00pm. Pack up and clean up.
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts

April 2018
3 April (Tues)
4 April(Weds)
10 April (Tues)
17 April (Tues)
18 April (Weds)
24 April (Tues)

Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts
Club Meeting. Topic TBA
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts.
Club Meeting – Baldwin Park available for
running
Daylighters’ meeting. Baldwin Park available for
running. Continuing work on Club layouts
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